Abstract. In this note we use the technic of quasi-central approximate units to give a new simple proof of Kasparov's technical theorem [5, §3. th. 4]. An extended version of the theorem to a finite number of C*-algebras is given and proved. In the end we show that the theorem has implications for the problem of lifting derivations.
Introduction
A C*-algebra is a norm closed self adjoint subalgebra of the operator algebra ¡3(H) for some Hilbert space H. The only commutative C*-algebras axe the function algebras of the form CQ(X), i.e the space of continuous complex functions on a locally compact Hausdorff space X, vanishing at infinity (with pointwise operations, complex conjugation and supremum norm).
One of our most useful tools in a C*algebra is an approximate unit, i.e an increasing net in the positive part of the unit ball of A, such that lim ||a -it\a|| = 0 for all a £ A, (then also lim ||a -au,\|| = 0 for all A->oo A->oo a G A). Every C*-algebra have such a tool, countable or not. C*-algebras having a countable approximate unit are called cr-unital. Being cr-unital is equivalent to having a strictly positive element, i.e a positive element h G A for which <f>(h) > 0 whenever (f> is non zero positive functional on A (i.e (j>{a*a) > 0 Va G A [3] . For a non unital, cr-unital C*-algebra the corona of A is defined as the quotient C(A) = M{A)/A. The commutative version is the corona set = \ M.{A) is equipped with the so called strict topology i.e. the topology making the maps x -> ax and x -> xa norm continuous (a; € a € A), that is, the locally convex topology generated by the seminorms x -> ||aa;||, a -• ||xo||. This topology is characterised by the following: a net u\ in M(A) converges in the strict topology to u £ M.{A) if and only if for every a in A, the nets u\a and au\ axe norm-convergent to ua and au respectively. The strict topology in M(A) is complete in the sense that if for a € A, the nets u\a and au\ are norm-Cauchy then u\ converges in the strict topology. It is simple to verify, that if u\ is a net of bounded and positive elements, and if (u\h) converges in the norm-topology for a strictly positive element h G A, then u\ converges in the strict topology. With respect to this topology, the set of positive elements is closed, and the multiplication is continuous on bounded sets.
Results
To construct his (intersection) product in KK-theory, G.G Kasparov has introduced in [5, §3] an 'ultra technic' part, the main result of chapter 3 is illustrated in Theorems 3 and 4. The great generality has made the article difficult to read. In fact Theorem 4 has been very complicated. Below we give, what is we hope, a simple proof of the technical theorem of Kasparov in its general form that is [5, §3, th. 4] . Althought the idea of the proof is based on special approximate units, the method used here remains different from [4] . 
]). Let J be a a-unital C-algebra, and let Bi, B2 andB be C*-subalgebras ofM-(J) such thatB\ cr-unital B2 separable and B a a-unital ideal of B\ and let V be a separable linear subspace of M.{ J).

If [D, Si] C Bi, B\.Bi = Bx n B2 C B and J C Bi + B2, then there exists a pair y,z € M.{J)
satisfying the following conditions:
1.y + z = l,0<y<l,0<z{< 1). Let h\ and h2 be strictly positive elements of B\ and B2 respectively with norm less than 1 and let un and vn be approximate units for B\ and B2 respectively. If (dn) is a dense sequence of the unit ball V 1 of V then the norms \\undk -dkUn|| and \\vndk -dkVn\\ are arbitrary small for n > Jc, since V derives all of B\ and B2. Passing if necessary to subsequences of un and vn, we may therefore assume for all n the conditions
yBi C B, zB-i C B, yb2 -b2eB(b2£ B2) and zbi -h e B (h £ B{
A; = 1,2,... ,n.
The preceding estimation together with the triangle inequality, may give also
IIfan -Ur»-l,dfc]|| < l|fan,4]|| + ||fa"-l,dfc]||
•q{2~n) of the preceding lemma, so making use of it we obtain,
The same argumentation on vn shows that we can suppose, when passing to subsequences of vn, the following conditions Observe that (5) sn ( and since C*(hi,h,2,V) the C*-algebra generated by hi, h2, and V is separable and derives Bi, we may further assume that, ||[«" -v n -i,/»i]|| < i?'(2" n ) (T?'(2" n ) asserted by the lemma) which, by Lemma 1, implies that
Making use of (1), (5) and (6) (1 -u n )s n converges strictly in M(J). Consequently n y € M(J) and 0 < y < 1 as a strict limit of positive elements norm bounded by 1. Similary we obtain z° G M(J) with 0 < z° < 1.
Let U = Bi + B 2 . By (7) We claim that / OX iE n [ s n(l-«n)Sn,4]eB2 fc = l,2,...,n W l£nMl-0*n,<ifc] €01 fc = l,2,...,n. To prove this, note first that
Hence by using (1) and (3) M(U, B) ) DB 2 cB 1 nB 2 cB and the norm continuity completes the proof.
• REMARK 1. The above result had a quotient formulation that is, the conditions (1), (2) and (3) one can find an element 0 < y < 1 (respectively 0 < z < 1) in M(J)/B commuting with V, orthogonal to B\ (respectively B 2 ) and a unit for B 2 (respectively B\). 
The verification of (2) and (3) is not hard. • REMARK 2. Condition (3) of Proposition 3 shows not only the commutativity of yi with V mod J but yjy,-= yjVi, i,j = l,n mod J as well.
Indeed, if we take in place of V the separable C*algebra generated by it and the elements yi, i = l,n, we obtain [yi,yj] = 0, i,j = l,n modj7".
A derivation of a C*-algebra .A is a linear map S : A -• A such that 5(xy) = S(x)y + x6(y) for all x,y G A. It is shown in [7,8.6 .15] that, if 7r : B -• A is a surjective morphism between separable C*-algebras B and A and J is a derivation of A, then there exists a derivation /i of B such that 7r o n = S o 7r. So we may observe the following example of lifting. 
